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Please make sure you have access to the materials on the ONA Resource
Page at https://www.oregon.gov/DHS/SENIORSDISABILITIES/DD/PROVIDERS-PARTNERS/Pages/ONA.aspx
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Oregon Needs Assessment Training
2021
Presented by:
ODDS Assessment Team Trainers
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INTRODUCTIONS
 Your name
 Your role: Full time

assessor, backup, lead,
other?

 Happy to have you on

board!!!!
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ONA HISTORY
 History of ONA
 K-Plan Requirement –

Annual Functional
Needs Assessment
Tool (FNAT)
 Used across all Service
Elements
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Most slides reference manual pages. Please follow along,
highlight and take notes.
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 The Oregon Needs Assessment (ONA) helps to fulfill the following functions

necessary to ensure access to appropriate services for Individuals with Intellectual
and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD):
 Level of Care *(LOC)
 Risk items * (Risk)
 Enhanced and Exceptional needs *(E&E)

 The assessment supports the establishment of a service group for fulfilling the ISP

goals.

 * (LOC) (Risk) and (E&E) items are indicated throughout the manual.

Manual page 4
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 Conduct the file review
 Schedule the assessment interview
 The assessor will work in cooperation with the case management entity to schedule

assessment interviews

 Face-to-face meeting/observation with the individual
 A face-to-face meeting with the individual preferably before or during the assessment

interview

 Assessment interview
 Individual must be invited (Can choose not to attend)
 Guardian must be invited (Can choose not to attend)
 While it’s usually ideal that the ISP team participates in the assessment interview, the individual

decides who participates, unless he/she is unable to do so

Manual pages 4-7
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 Follow-up interactions (if necessary)
 If the individual did not want others present at his/her face-to-face

meeting, follow-up interactions with the ISP team, SC, PA and/or
others are necessary

 Completion of ONA
 Complete the entire ONA process within 30 days (face-to-face

meeting, assessment interview, follow-up interactions and
submission of ONA in eXPRS)

Manual page 7
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 1. Assessment & Demographic Information
 2. Communication
 3. ADLs and IADLs
 4. Behaviors
 5. Safety
 6. Medical
 7. Comprehensive Review

Manual page 9
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 Assessment

Information
 Demographics
 Assessor and Case
Management Entity
Information
 Individual’s
Participation in
Assessment and
People who
Contributed
Manual pages 10-21
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Who did you talk to?
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COMMUNICATION DEVICES
AND PREFERENCES
Manual pages 22-25

LANGUAGE EXPRESSION
AND COMPREHENSION
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WHAT DOES “A
TYPICAL DAY”
MEAN WHEN
CODING
SUPPORT NEEDS?

Manual Pages 26-30

WHAT IF THE
ACTIVITY DIDN’T
OCCUR IN THE
PAST 30 DAYS?

WHAT IF
SUPPORT NEEDS
ARE CYCLICAL?

HOW ARE
MEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL
SUPERVISION
CAPTURED IN
ADLS/IADLS?

HOW ARE
CHILDREN
ASSESSED?

PREFERENCES,
GUIDANCE AND
NOTES BOXES –
ARE THEY
REALLY
NECESSARY?
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Independent

Setup or clean-up
assistance

Dependent

Manual page 31

Supervision or
touching assistance

Person refused

Partial/moderate
assistance

Not applicable

Substantial/maximal
assistance

Not attempted due to
medical condition or
safety concerns
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ONA Coding Decision Tree Updated 7/3/2019
For use with ADLs/IADLs and Medication Management

Not
Attempted

Person
Refused

No, due to
medical or
safety risks

Yes, but
refuses
support

Did the activity occur in the
last 30 days and is expected
to continue every month over the
next several months?

Yes
o
Does the individual require any
support on at least 50% of the
days that the activity takes
place, and support is expected
to continue every month over
the next several months?

No

Not
Applicable

No

Independent

Yes
Does the individual require physical
support on at least 50% of the days that
the activity takes place?
(Don’t include touch cues)

No
Yes

Does the individual require supervision
and/or cueing during the activity?
(Including touch cues)

No

Setup or Clean-up

Yes
Supervision or
Touching
How much physical
support is required during
the activity, or is
completed for the
individual due to physical,
cognitive or behavioral
needs?
(If a 2-person assist is
needed, code as
dependent).

Partial/Moderate:
Less than 50%

Substantial/Maximal:
More than 50%

Dependent: 100%

Manual page 32
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 File review: Jane is a 70-year-old woman who

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 3
DRESSING

J

lives in a supported living environment. The file
states that she has bad back pain a couple of
days a month. On most days, she only needs
reminders to complete ADLs. Jane communicates
her needs well and appreciates being included
in conversations.

 Observation: Jane was observed to stand up

and sit down on her own. Although her
apartment was quite warm, she was wearing a
heavy coat. A support person reminded her that
she might want to take off her jacket. She
proceeded to do so on her own.

 Assessor: “Jane, I understand you have back

Let’s go over item 3

pain sometimes. Does that make it hard for you
to do things on your own at times?”

 Jane: “Oh yes! I can’t get my shoes on when my

back hurts, but I can still get myself dressed.
And I can’t do my dishes either.” (keep dishes in
mind for another item).

Manual pages 34-35

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 4
TRANSFERRING
AND
POSITIONING

 File review: Jaxon is an 18-year-old man who lives at

H

home with his parents. He has been diagnosed with
Cerebral Palsy and uses an electric wheelchair to
ambulate. The previous assessment states that he needs
someone to give him full physical assistance for every
transfer. He uses an electronic device to communicate.

 Observation: Jaxon is a friendly young man who

participated in the assessment meeting at his home. He
was observed to propel his electric wheelchair on his
own. He used a tablet with an app to communicate. The
tablet is connected to his wheelchair. Although he is able
to use a joystick to maneuver his wheelchair, he is unable
to grasp items. He is observed to have no ability to move
his legs.

 Assessor: “Do you prefer to stay in your wheelchair while

at home?”

 Jaxon: “No, I like to stretch out and lay on my giant bean

bag.” (points to beanbag).

Let’s go over item 4
Manual pages 36-37

 Assessor: “That’s great Jaxon and nice beanbag!”
 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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 File review: Anjelica is a 20-year-old individual who

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 5
MOBILITY

J

lives in a group home. Based on the file review, she
needs standby help just in case she loses her balance.
She needs cues to go down curbs carefully and arm in
arm help to go up and down stairs. Anjelica does not use
her voice to speak.

 Observation: Anjelica was observed to lean forward a

bit and walk on her tiptoes. Her gait is somewhat
unsteady. Anjelica has a huge smile and preferred to stay
at the meeting and draw pictures.

 Assessor: “Does Anjelica like to go out in the

community?”

 Support Person: “She loves to go out! Shopping is her

favorite thing to do!” (Anjelica smiles really big at
assessor).

 Assessor: “What kind of help does she need with

walking?”

 Support person: “We need to stay right by her side just

in case she loses her balance. It’s rare that we have to
physically help her. On stairs we do have to link arms
with her the entire time to physically help her keep her
balance.”

Let’s go over item 5 and
the risk items.
Manual pages 38-42

 How would you code support needs?
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 File review: Kevin is a 25-year-old man who has

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 6
EATING AND
TUBE FEEDING

I/DD. The file states that he needs help to cut his
food and needs cues to take smaller bites. Kevin
uses his voice to communicate but does not answer
questions when asked. He will not eat soft mushy
foods.

 Observation: Kevin was observed to walk and

transfer independently. He ate an apple during the
meeting and was cued once to take smaller bites
and to chew slower.

 Assessor: “Does someone need to be present at

every meal while Kevin eats? What would happen if
nobody cued him to take smaller bites?”

 Support person: “Kevin will continue to take large

Let’s go over item 6 and
the risk items.
Manual pages 43-47

bites, hold it in his mouth and try to swallow it,
causing a choke risk.”

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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ITEM 7
ELIMINATION

J
 File review: Tyler is a 65-year-old man who

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 7
ELIMINATION

experiences Down Syndrome and lives in his
family home. The file states that he needs
someone to assist him in the bathroom. He needs
cues to remember to go and will try to wipe with
cues but needs physical help to wipe effectively.
He can pull his pants up and down on his own.

 Observation: Tyler was observed to walk and

transfer independently, although slowly. He
chose not to attend the assessment meeting and
left to watch TV in the living room.

 Assessor: “What usually happens when Tyler

needs to use the bathroom?”

 Support person: “We ask Tyler every two hours

Let’s go over item 7 and
the risk items.

Manual pages 48-50

if he needs to use the bathroom. When he has to
go, he goes in on his own until he needs to wipe.
We wait outside the bathroom door until he’s
ready for us. We help him wipe.”

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 8
SHOWERING AND
BATHING

 File review: Becky is a 40-year-old individual who lives in

her own home. Based on the file review, she needs mostly
reminders and no physical help to complete activities. She
does not like to be questioned about her personal care.

 Observation: Becky answered the door and invited the

assessor in. She was observed to make a pot of coffee and
put some cookies in the oven to bake. She answered the
phone and was heard telling her PSW that she would
remember to take her meds at noon.

 Assessor: “Does your PSW remind you to do things every

day?”

 Becky: “She calls me twice a week to remind me to take a

shower, and every day to brush my teeth, take my medicine
three times a day and check my blood sugars. I always
wanted to live alone so I get phone calls to remind me to do
what I’m supposed to do. Then I do everything on my own.”

 Assessor: “That’s awesome Becky! Do you like to have

people over to visit?”

Let’s go over item 8

 Becky: “Oh yes! I love to have friends over all the time. Some

like to spend the night. Then they try to stay forever. I’m not
sure what to do when that happens.”

 How would you code support needs? Any follow up

needed?

Manual pages 51
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 File review: Luke is a 7-year-old boy who lives in

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 9
ORAL HYGIENE

his family home. The file states that he experiences
Autism. He has difficulty with items such as
toothbrushes and hairbrushes due to sensory
issues.

 Observation: Luke was observed running around

while playing with his firetruck. He did not make
eye contact with the assessor and did not want to
join the assessment meeting. His mom, Erin, stated
that he does not use his voice to speak.

 Assessor: “I read in Luke’s file that he has a hard

time using a toothbrush.” What does it look like to
brush his teeth?”

 Erin: “Luke doesn’t like the feel of the toothbrush

Let’s go over item 9

in his mouth. He does try to brush when we stand
with him and model it ourselves. But we have to
brush his teeth all over again.”

 Let’s practice coding support needs.

Manual page 52
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ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 10
GENERAL
HYGIENE

H
 File review: Mark is a 59-year-old man who lives in a foster

care home. He has lived there many years and routines are
very important for him. He likes to grow his beard very long
and only shaves it once a year at the beginning of Spring. His
hands are very shaky due to the early stages of Parkinson’s.
He does not like to talk with strangers.

 Observation: Mark was observed to transfer and ambulate

slowly but with no assistance. The assessor observed that his
hands shook quite a bit. His foster care provider (Sue)
brought his drink to him with a sealed lid.

 Assessor: “Mark, would you like me to ask you questions or

ask Sue?” (He points at Sue). “Sue, I noticed that his hands
shake a lot. What activities does he need help with such as
shaving and clipping nails?”

 Sue: “Mark needs his nails clipped only once every two

Let’s go over item 10

weeks. But, it’s important that they’re clipped short because
he scratches himself easily. As much as I want to trim his
beard, I can’t touch it until Spring! Hurry up Spring.” Assessor
glances at Mark as he smiles really big at Sue.

 Let’s practice coding support needs.

Manual page 53
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 Consider the devices that are listed and needed/used in all settings.
 Mechanical lift
 Prone stander
 Sidelyer
 Body Jacket
 If a mechanical lift is used for ALL transfers, go back to item 4c (Guidance Section) and make

sure to check the box for ‘Use mechanical lift for ALL transfers.

 Use the dropdown menu to select the correct response option.
 No need to include a list of all medical equipment the individual has or needs. The equipment

listed above determines Enhanced & Exceptional (E&E) indicators for PSWs.

Manual page 54
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 File review: John is a 12-year-old boy who lives in his family

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 12
HOUSEWORK

home. The file states that he experiences Down Syndrome.
He loves to clean his room and help around the house. He
does best by focusing on one skill at a time each day.

 Observation: John was observed to be sitting at the table

eating lunch. He was friendly and showed the assessor his
collection of baseball cards. He was observed to transfer and
walk independently. He tripped on the footstool in the living
room.

 Assessor: “John, I hear you like to help around the house.

What’s your favorite job to do?”

 John: “I like to take the trash out….(pauses to think) and

vacuum too.”

 Assessor: What about things like mopping and cleaning the

toilet?” (big smile).

 John: Laughing loudly, he states, “No way! Not the toilet! I’m

not doing that.”

 John’s mom: “He’s not quite ready to use cleaning supplies

Let’s go over item 12
Manual page 55

yet. He’s great with the vacuum, but we have to get the
corners and areas around the furniture.

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 13
MEAL
PREPARATION

 File review: Angie is a 13-year-old girl who lives at home

with her grandma, Helen. The file states that she experiences
I/DD. She communicates well, yet her speech is sometimes
difficult to understand. She enjoys playing games on the
computer and hanging out with friends. She recently took a
cooking class at her church. She is independent with walking,
transfers and eating. She is unable to focus longer than a
couple of minutes on most tasks.

 Observation: Angie answered the door with her grandma

and invited the assessor in. She grabbed her tablet and sat
down independently for the assessment meeting.

 Assessor: “What do you like to do on your tablet Angie?”
 Angie: “I love to play games on it!”
 Assessor: “Have you tried the cooking games?”
 Angie: “Cooking games are fun!” (Angie excuses herself

from the meeting to watch TV).

 Assessor: “Helen, does Angie like to cook at home?”

Let’s go over item 13

 Helen: “Angie loves to help in the kitchen! She loses her

focus really fast though. So, I have to do most of it. She’ll come
in and stir or crack the eggs in the bowl, then off she goes!”

 Let’s practice coding support needs.

Manual page 56
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 File review: Deb is a 44-year-old individual who lives in a

ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 14
LAUNDRY

downstairs apartment. She uses a manual wheelchair to
ambulate at home and in the community. Most days she can
transfer on her own. She has a neighbor she’ll call on
occasion to help. She has insulin dependent Diabetes.

 Observation: When the assessor knocked on the door, Deb

yelled to come in. She was sitting in her wheelchair in the
living room watching TV. She turned her wheelchair and told
the assessor to have a seat.

 Assessor: “Do you have a washer and dryer in your

apartment?”

 Deb: “No. It’s right down the pathway right there.” (She

points out her door).

 Assessor: “How does your laundry get done?”
 Deb: “I like to do things on my own as much as I can, so I

Let’s go over item 14

Manual page 57

keep the laundry basket on a chair in my bedroom. When it’s
full, I put it on my lap w/ the soap and throw it in the washer.
My neighbors put it in the dryer for me and I get it out.”

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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ITEM 15
TRANSPORTATION

J

Coding Examples
 Deanna uses the bus to get around. She needs someone to figure out the route. She can get to the bus

and get on and off when she arrives at her destination. Code: Partial/moderate

 Rachel uses paratransit to get around. She can arrange the ride herself and relies on the driver to

physically get her on the vehicle and to get off as well. Code: Substantial/Maximal

 Chris rides in the group home van to get around. He is unable to plan the ride, nor navigate. He can get

in and out of the van on his own. Code: Substantial/Maximal

 Ana lives in an area where no public transportation is available. She lives with her parents and does not

drive. She is unable to plan the ride, navigate, nor get in and out of the car without physical help. She
owns a car that support people use to drive her around. Code: Dependent

 Abby drives on her own everywhere and needs no help to navigate to known locations. About once a

month, she needs someone to tell her how to get to a new destination. Code: Independent

Manual pages 58-59
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ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 16
MONEY
MANAGEMENT

H
 File review: Don is a 65-year-old man who lives in

his own house. The file states that he has a rep
payee. He loves to fish and go on cruises.

 Observation: Don answered the door with a big

smile and a hug and invited the assessor in.
(Assessor had never met Don).

 Assessor: “I hear you like to go on cruises. Where

have you gone?”

 Don: “I’ve been on a cruise around the Hawaiian

Islands and the Bahamas”. (Assessor looks at him
with envy )

 Assessor: “Did someone help you save up the

money you needed for your trip?”

 Don: “I have a person who helps me save my

money and to pay my bills. I have my own debit
card and deposit my checks in the bank on my
own.”

Let’s go over item 16
Manual pages 60

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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ONA CODING
PRACTICE:
ITEM 17
LIGHT SHOPPING

Let’s go over item 17
Manual pages 61

 File review: Robin is a 17-year-old girl who lives in her

family home. The file states that she experiences Autism.
She has difficulty at public places in the community
because routines are very important to her.

 Observation: Robin’s mom, Kay, answered the door and

stated that Robin would join us later but will be listening
carefully from a distance.

 Assessor: “What does Robin like to do at school? Is she

taking any life skills classes such as shopping and money
management?

 Kay: “Robin loves school! She enjoys taking hands-on

classes as long as they make them very routine for her.
Her class has gone shopping together. She tends to wait
for her teacher to do most everything. With me, she’s
used to the routines I’ve set up for her. If I point at the
item on the shelf, she’ll grab it and put it in the cart and
then walks with me. I have to push the cart, put the items
on the belt, get the money out, pay and talk to the store
clerks.”

 Let’s practice coding support needs.
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WELCOME TO DAY 2:
ONA NEW ASSESSOR
TRAINING
CLASS WILL
BEGIN SHORTLY
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You learned a lot yesterday!
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 This section collects information about the following:
 Type of behavior
 Presenting behavior
 Frequency of interventions
 Court mandated restrictions
 Substance abuse issues
 PBSP

Manual page 62
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Consider the broader behavior
category listed for each item.

If the behavior has been present in the
past year, mitigated by behavioral
supports, or the assessor has concern of
reoccurrence, the assessor will need to
identify the presenting behaviors listed
below the coding options.

For each item, check all presenting
behaviors that apply. Keep in mind that
with most questions, the effect of the
behaviors do not need to be
intentional.
Manual page 62
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 Consider whether this is a behavior that

requires intervention or not.

 Is this behavior typical or atypical?

Scenario 1: Matthew is two years old and pulls
the cat’s tail in a way that would injure the cat. He
needs regular cues to stop pulling the cat’s tail.
Without the support, the cat would be injured.
Scenario 2: Bryant is three years old and yanked
the dog’s leg in an aggressive manner. He was
told to stop yanking the dog’s leg because it
could hurt the dog. He hasn’t attempted the
behavior since and no supports are needed to
prevent the behavior.

Manual page 63
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 For each of the behavior items, the assessor should select from the following:

 No history, no concern about this behavior
 Has history, has not displayed symptoms in past year, no concern about

reoccurrence

 Has history, has not displayed symptoms in past year, assessor has

concerns about reoccurrence

 No history, but assessor has concerns may become an issue
 Yes, present in past year
Manual page 64
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 Injurious to self

 Refusing ADL/IADL and/or Medical Care

 Aggressive or Combative

 Rapid Ingestion of Food or Liquids

 Injurious to Animals

 Withdrawal

 Aggressive Toward Others, Verbal

 Intrusiveness

 Socially Unacceptable Behavior

 Susceptibility to Victimization

 Sexual Aggression/Assault

 Legal Involvement

 Property Destruction

 Other Behaviors

 Leaving Supervised Areas
 Pica and/or Placing Non-edible Objects in Mouth
 Difficulties Regulating Emotions
55
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18 Injurious to self - H
19 Aggressive or Combative - H
20 Injurious to Animals - J
21 Aggressive Toward Others, Verbal – J
22 Socially Unacceptable Behavior – J
23 Sexual Aggression/Assault - J
24 Property Destruction – H
25 Leaving Supervised Areas - H
26 Pica and/or Placing Non-edible Objects in Mouth - H
27 Difficulties Regulating Emotions – H
28 Refusing ADL/IADL and/or Medical Care - J
29 Rapid Ingestion of Food or Liquids - J
30 Withdrawal – J
31 Intrusiveness – H
32 Susceptibility to Victimization - H
33 Legal Involvement - J
34 Other Behaviors - J

Follow along
in your
manual

Broader
behavior
category

Presenting
behaviors

Coding
options (ONA
in eXPRS)

Manual pages 65-82
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 The assessor will provide an estimate for the total number of times intervention types are required across

all behaviors coded as ‘Yes, present in past year’.

 None: No interventions are needed. Or, the individual refuses interventions, and none are given.
 Less than once per month: Intervention occurs less than once per month. This option may also indicate that the

behavior is intermittent and/or cyclical.

 Once per month: On average, intervention occurs once per month. This option may also indicate that the behavior

is intermittent and/or cyclical.

 More than once per month: Intervention occurs several times each month, but less than weekly.
 One to three times per week: Intervention occurs one to three times per week. Support may be needed one to

three times total in one hour, in one day, or over a few days, but less than daily.

 Four or more times per week, but less than daily: Intervention occurs four or more times per week. Support

may be needed four or more times per hour in one day or over several days, but less than daily.

 Daily, less than five times per day: Intervention occurs one to four times every day.
 Daily, five or more times per day: Intervention occurs five or more times every day. Support may be needed five

or more times in one hour due to the intensity of the behavior. Or, support is needed more than five times a day at
various times daily.

58
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 Cueing includes:
 Verbal redirection and cueing
 Physical presence used as a cue
 Proactive Strategies and Physical Prompts include:
 Active engagement
 Use of social stories and picture boards
 Use of visual schedules and timers
 Locking up items

 Light physical touches
 Leading
 Deflection, evasion,

buffers, escapes
 Physical positioning

 Safeguarding Interventions include:
 Techniques that restrict the movement of an individual in which the support person comes

into physical contact with the individual (manually holds the individual in place) to keep the
individual and others safe.
59
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 Court mandated restriction against the individual?
 Court mandated restriction in place against anyone?
 Code ‘yes’ only if it is current and describe:
 Type of restriction
 Reason for restriction
 Order date

Manual pages 87
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 Is there a concern about abuse of substances, including illegal drugs, marijuana,

prescription medication, or alcohol?

 Do not include the following in this item:
 Cigarettes and electronic cigarettes
 Caffeine
 Document each of the substances that there is a concern of abuse around and provide a

brief description about the abuse in the comments box.

 If interventions are provided to prevent the behavior of abusing substances, address the

behavior in ‘Other Behavior Issues’ (Item 34a). Keep in mind that some people choose to
abuse substances and no supports will be provided to stop it. If that’s the case, don’t
consider in the behavior section.

Manual page 88
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The PBSP item includes six sub-items that go into greater detail about the PBSP. If the item is
greyed out and a current PBSP is in place and being implemented, review the behavior
items to determine if one or more behaviors should have been coded “yes, present in the
past year”

Manual pages 89-93
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SECTION V - SAFETY
 Collects information to:
 Identify how the individual

handles emergency
situations
 identify any personal safety
needs
 Highlight any needs that
should be addressed as part
of support planning

Manual page 94
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 Item 40: Does the individual have the judgment and/or physical ability to cope, make

appropriate decisions (e.g., selecting clothing appropriate for weather), and take
action in a changing environment or a potentially harmful situation?



Yes (Will rarely be coded)



No (Check all that apply and describe below):






Judgment/Decision Making:__________
Physical-ability: ___________
Behavior issue: ___________

Scenario: Max lives in his family’s home. His family and PSW have worked with him for the
past year to use the stove on his own. One day, while making scrambled eggs, the pan
started to burn. He panicked and tried to pick up the pan, but it was too hot. He left the pan
on the stove with the burner on and ran upstairs to get his brother.

Manual page 95
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 Traffic Safety
 Consider all areas in the community: parking lots, streets, neighborhood, while exiting

vehicles (while in motion or not)

 Fire evacuation
 Consider all environments: Home, community buildings, work

Scenario: Judy enjoys being in the community. While taking a walk, she saw her friend,
Suzie, across the street. She proceeded to cross the street without looking because she was
so happy to see Suzie. After her walk, she left for the store with her sister. A loud alarm
went off in the store and people started rushing for the doors. Judy tells her sister that it’s
just a practice alarm so they can ignore it. Safety concerns?

Manual page 95
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 Is the individual at risk of serious injury from household chemicals if the chemicals are not secured? (Whether

the chemicals are currently locked up or not, for the purpose of this question, assume they are not locked up).
Would the individual be at risk of injury?

Scenario: Melisa lives in a group home and chemicals are always locked up. She doesn't attempt to consume or open any
products that are left out. Think about items such as shampoo and dish soap (it’s always locked up in her home). If left out,
is she at risk of ingesting them?
 Are there currently conditions in the residence that may lead to injury or illness?

Scenario: Andy lives in his own home. He has two dogs that chew holes into the furniture. Are there current conditions
that could lead to injury?
 Is the individual at risk of eviction because of conditions within the residence?

Scenario: Ann lives in her own home and loves cats. She loves to feed stray cats and would let them all live in her home
with her. Before someone started helping her keep her home clean, the house was covered in feces and the property
manager threatened to evict her. She still attempts to feed the neighborhood cats. Supports are in place to keep her
home clean. Is she at risk of eviction?

Manual pages 96-97
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 Is this individual at significantly increased risk beyond the typical risk for an individual

with I/DD for neglect, abuse, or exploitation by another person?

 This item is not asking about general risk for the individual, but the increased risk as a

result of evidence or history of exploitation, neglect, or abuse.

 Scenario 1: When James was living on his own, he would let strangers stay for weeks in his

home. They ate all his food and stole his money. Now he lives in a supported living apartment
and supports are in place to prevent it. Code: ‘Yes’ because he has a history of exploitation.

 Scenario 2: Peter has always lived in a group home. He would not be aware if someone

were to take his money or belongings. He’s always has support in place to protect him and
has no history of abuse, neglect or exploitation. Code ‘No’ since there is no history, and he
is not at risk beyond the typical risk anyone else with I/DD would face.
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 For individuals age 18 and older: Is this person at risk of self-neglect?
 Code ‘Yes’ only if there is evidence of self-neglect that has occurred, historically or

currently, even if current supports are preventing this from happening.

 Scenario 1: Tyler lives on his own. Neighbors reported that they could smell foul odors

coming from his home. He did not understand that leaving old food out, then eats it and it
would cause a health and safety risk. He has supports now to prevent the self-neglect. Code
‘Yes’ and check all that apply.

 Scenario 2: Eli has always lived in a group home setting and supports have always been

provided for him. Staff report that if supports weren’t in place, he would definitely be at risk
of self-neglect. Code ‘No’. This item is specifically looking for evidence of self-neglect. The
intent is to eliminate coding everyone in services as “at risk”.

Manual page 99
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 For individuals under age 18: Has child

welfare been involved on behalf of the
individual?

 Mark “Yes” if child welfare has been

involved (e.g. open investigation,
placement in foster care). If child
welfare was contacted years ago, but is
significant to document, mark “Yes” and
describe. Otherwise, mark “No”.

 If an individual is over 18, and child

welfare is still involved, capture in the
notes box.

Manual page 100
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SECTION VI –
MEDICAL
 The Medical section collects

information to identify:
 Health concerns and risks to safety
as a result of health issues
 The type and amount of support
(e.g., treatments, therapies,
medications) currently received to
address the health and safety
issues
 Additional services and supports
that should be addressed during
support planning.

Manual page 101
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In the past 6 months, how many times has
another person recommended that the
individual seek medical attention for an
issue that the individual was unaware of
or unwilling to seek attention for?

Capture: See guidance on page 77

Don’t capture: See guidance on page 77
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GENERAL MEDICAL
SUPPORTS CONT.
 Does the individual currently

experience a lack of access to
medical care, including mental
health care, because of
transportation, geographical,
financial, cultural, or other nonbehavioral reasons?

 Indicate and describe all barriers to

accessing medical care that are
related to non-behavioral issues.

Manual page 102
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DOES THE
INDIVIDUAL REQUIRE
DOCUMENTED DAILY
MONITORING OF
TEMPERATURE,
RESPIRATION, HEART
RATE, AND BLOOD
PRESSURE
ACCORDING TO A
DOCUMENTED
PHYSICIAN’S ORDER?

Manual page 103

ALL 4 VITALS MUST BE
TAKEN AND RECORDED

AT LEAST ONCE
EVERYDAY

AS SPECIFICALLY
OUTLINED IN A
DOCTOR’S ORDER
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GENERAL MEDICAL
SUPPORTS CONT.
 Is the individual able to report or

describe pain and/or signs of illness and
where it is located?

 Indicate whether the individual is

consistently able to identify and/or followthrough with reporting signs of pain or
illness and where it is located.

 For example: Bill frequently cries out as a

result of pain, but when a support person
asks him where the pain is located, he is
unable to identify a specific location. Code
‘No’.

Manual page 103
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GENERAL MEDICAL
SUPPORTS CONT.
 Does the individual need

assistance to make and/or keep
medical appointments?

 This can be due to a variety of

Manual page 103

barriers:
 Memory/cognition
 Physical
 Behavioral
 Transportation
 Care availability
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Code each of the current
conditions/diagnoses provided in this
section:

Check the appropriate box(es) for each
condition:

Chronic Chest Congestion
Dysphagia
Gastroesophageal Reflux Disorder (GERD)
Persistent cough
Pneumonia (in last year)
Rattling when breathing

Has condition
Affects functioning
Receiving treatment for the condition
Requires follow-up or referral

Manual pages 104-105
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SEIZURES
 Does the individual have a diagnosis of

seizures or epilepsy or has the individual
had a seizure within the past five (5)
years?

 Indicate whether the individual has a

diagnoses of seizures/seizure disorder or
epilepsy from a health care provider and/or
if the individual has had a known seizure in
the past 5 years.

 Think of an individual you know who has

seizures.

 Let’s role play!

Manual pages 106-107
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DIABETES
 Does the individual have a

diagnosis of diabetes or prediabetes?

 Protocols and/or documentation

from a health care provider must be
in the case file.

 Think of an individual you know

who has Diabetes

 Let’s role play!
Manual pages 108-109
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 Use this section to record the treatments and therapies the individual may have or

need.

 Is the individual currently receiving or currently needs any special

treatments or therapies, such as pacemaker, ostomy care,
oxygen/respiratory therapy, feeding tube, or dialysis?
 If coded ‘No”, skip to item 47.
 If coded ‘Yes’, every treatment in the list must be answered.

Manual pages 110-115
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Treatments
and Therapies
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This item collects information about
whether the individual currently takes
medications and addresses his/her
support needs to access and manage
those medications.

Do not include PRN medications taken
less than monthly.

Individual currently takes
prescription medications or
routine over-the-counter
medications recommended
by a medical professional

Manual page 115

If coded ‘No’, the
remaining items
will grey out.
If coded ‘Yes’,
code the
remaining items.
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Does the individual take
medication known to
cause dehydration?

Manual page 116

Indicate whether the
individual takes medication
that is known to cause
dehydration. Assessors
should consult the
individual, support persons
and medical records.
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The ability to prepare and take all prescribed oral medications reliably and safely,
including administration of the correct dosage at the appropriate times/intervals.
Scenario: Christian does not understand what time to take meds, how much to take
nor which meds to take. A support person gets them out and gives them to him. He
takes them, puts them in his mouth and swallows them. How would you code this?
Use your Coding Decision Tree

Manual pages 117
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The ability to prepare and take all
prescribed inhalant/mist medications
reliably and safely, including
administration of the correct dosage at
the appropriate times/intervals.

Scenario: Michael is unable to use his
hands to grasp items. A support person
does all steps of using the nebulizer to
administer the medicine. He can breathe
in effectively. How would you code this?

Use your Coding Decision Tree

Manual page 118
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MEDICATION
MANAGEMENT:
ITEM 47E
INJECTABLE
MEDICATIONS
Let’s go over item 47E

Manual page 119

The ability to prepare and take all
prescribed injectable
medications reliably and safely,
including administration of the
correct dosage at the appropriate
times/intervals.
Scenario: Diane uses insulin
everyday. She needs someone to
get it out for her, set the correct
dosage and give it to her. She can
poke it into her skin herself and
prefers to. How would you code?
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The ability to prepare and
apply all prescribed topical
medications reliably and
safely, including
administration of the correct
dosage at the appropriate
times/intervals.

Manual page 119

Scenario: Raul uses ointment
everyday for his eczema. He
needs someone to call him to
remind him to use it at specific
times during the day. He
doesn’t need help while he
uses it. How would you code?
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 The ability to prepare and apply all prescribed suppository medications reliably

and safely, including administration of the correct dosage at the appropriate
times/intervals.

 Scenario: Naite needs a suppository on a regular basis throughout the month. He

does not like people to touch him. He knows the right amount and time to take it. A
support person stands by, encourages and walks him through the steps of inserting
the suppository. How would you code?

Manual page 120
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The ability to prepare and apply all prescribed medications that are administered
through a feeding tube reliably and safely, including administration of the correct
dosage at the appropriate times/intervals.

Scenario: Brooke receives her medications through her g-tube. She will tell a support person
when she needs to take her medications and how much to give her. She has very limited use
of her hands and needs the support person to measure it in the syringe and push it through
the tube. The support person ensures all of the medicine goes through the tube, then flushes
it very well with water. Support person watches for residuals. How would you code?

Manual page 120
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The Comprehensive
Review Section provides a
summary of all items
completed on the ONA
tool.

Manual page 121-122

When the
assessment is
completed in full,
scroll down to the
bottom of the
comprehensive
review page and
click ‘Submit’.
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How to Create an ONA in eXPRS
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*In the blue box, click on Oregon Needs Assessment
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FUTURE TRAININGS
 Ongoing monthly call-ins and

quarterly in-person trainings
 In-Person trainings are one day
quarterly trainings in your area in
January, April, July and October.
 Guidance over the phone and email is available on all working
days.
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For ONA related questions:
Contact your QAT (Contact
info on ONA Resource Page)

ONA QUESTIONS?
WHO TO CONTACT

For eXPRS related questions:
Login to eXPRS, then follow the
steps on the next page. If you
can’t login to eXPRS, e-mail
eXPRS at
info.exprs@dhsoha.state.or.us
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 You will receive an e-mail confirming your certification as an ONA Assessor
 The eXPRS Enrollment Form will be attached.
 Your manager must complete it and submit to eXPRS as soon as possible.
 You cannot complete an ONA in eXPRS without eXPRS permissions.
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THE ONA ASSESSOR
TOOLBOX PAGE
 Full of valuable tools and

resources.

 Essential Elements

Document

 Field Guides
 List of Items
 And more….
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